We are looking for a promising young researcher in the field of **econometrics/statistics or empirical finance** (with preference in financial econometrics or high frequency finance) for a **1 year Postdoc position**. The candidates are expected to interact with the faculty of ECARES and participate in the seminar series. No directed research or teaching is required.

**Requirements:**

1. Have completed the PhD before October 1st 2010
2. Being non Belgian and having spent less than 12 months in Belgium over the last 3 years.

**Important information:**

1. Net salary: approximately 2000€, which includes health insurance
2. ECARES staff will help to find accommodation
3. Computer and desk are provided
4. Research funding for conferences, books, seminars and other research-related activities is provided

**Applications** (Personal data, complete CV, current position, research interests with sample papers and name of three referees) must be sent to David Veredas (dveredas@ulb.ac.be) before **December 15 2009**. Further information on ECARES and their activities can be found at [http://www.ecares.org](http://www.ecares.org).